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79 History and the Spectre of 
Unprecedented Change
a conversation with Zoltán 
Boldizsár Simon
“!e aim is to arrive at concepts 
that better capture twenty-"rst-
century temporal experiences than 
the nineteenth-century ideologies 
which still dominate both public and 
scholarly thinking.”

GENERAL
90 Cosmic Consciousness 
Jonardon Ganeri
“‘Cosmic consciousness’. Is there any 
phrase more taboo, more unspeakable 
in philosophy, than this? To speak 
nowadays of cosmic consciousness is 
to invite ridicule.”

96 Could You Be Friends with a 
Robot?
Catherine Brewer
“We shouldn’t discount the possibility of 
robot-human friendship on the grounds 
of limited agency, since our own human 
agency has tangible limits too.”

101 Is it Morally Acceptable to 
Have a Child? 
Rosie Sumsion
“When deciding whether to bring 
another being into existence, there 
may be too many ‘ifs’ for us to be 
clear-headed and it seems rather 
risky to make a baby without really 
understanding with certainty the 
moral repercussions.”

105 In Praise of Co-Authoring
Matyá! Moravec and Peter West 

“By asking what we need to be talking 
about in order to get where we need to 
get and do what we need to do, we "nd 
out more about our needs and about 
the world on that journey.”

47 Is Climate Real?
Maximilian Hepach
“If climate shapes, a#ords, correlates, 
and coheres experience, then changes 
in climate mean changes to the very 
way we experience our world, to the 
way our world is comprehensible to 
us, to our everyday reality.”

CONVERSATIONS
55 Wild Philosophy
a conversation with Jonathan 
Rée
“Nearly all histories of philosophy put 
the reader in the position of someone 
who has to recognize that philosophy 
is too di$cult for them.”

62 Messy Freedoms
a conversation with Maggie 
Nelson
“While interdependency is a great 
fact, it does not actually tell us very 
much about what we are to do with 
it.”

70 Desire and Ambivalence
a conversation with Amia 
Srinivasan
“!e ‘good’ self may be the repressed 
self, a self that lies to itself in order to 
make its way into the world. I don’t 
think that’s a picture of the self that 
analytic philosophy "nds very easy to 
take on board.”

CONTENTS
CONCEPT AND 
REALITY
7  Philosophy as Conceptual 
Engineering
Amie L. "omasson
“Our concepts aren’t merely 
transparent tools we use to make 
discoveries in the world. !ey are 
crucial to shaping the world, by shaping 
how we think and what we do.”

15 Racialization and Human Reality
Lewis R. Gordon
“A longtime aspiration and source 
of anxiety for humanity is the 
realization that words and sentences, 
through which concepts are formed, 
both demarcate and produce aspects 
of reality.”

25 !e Concept of Concept
Peter Wolfendale
“!e kinds of error that we’re 
capable of making about uranium 
are fundamentally di#erent from 
the kinds of error we are capable of 
making about money.”

34 Tracing Concepts to Needs 
Matthieu Queloz
“Why is the concept of truth so 
important to us? After all, it is not at 
all obvious why human intelligence 
would have evolved to do anything 
other than to dissimulate, deceive, 
cheat, and trick.”

40 !e Ontology of Gender 
Katharine Jenkins and Kate 
Ritchie
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“We think philosophy is due an ethos 
change; one where the myth of the 
‘lone genius’ is dispelled and where 
co-authoring is both encouraged and 
acknowledged.”

110 !e Maritime and the Sublime
Jonny "omson
“!e sea is alluring because it lacks a 
boundary. When we stand on a beach 
looking towards a distant horizon, 
when we see how the sea blurs into 
the sky, our "nite mortal senses tell us 
it has no limits.”

REGULARS
115 Liquid Philosophy
Liberating Plato’s Prisoners 
Chiara Ricciardone
“I don’t believe we can justly hold 
Plato accountable for the imperialist 
use of his allegory, but the history of 
colonialism does highlight the violence 
already within his allegory.”

122 Philosophy in the Real World
Reasonable People
Adam Ferner
“Reasonableness is not simply a 
cognitive model or set of normative 
argumentative procedures; it encom-
passes forms of behaviour too.”
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